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Abstract
Using a detent spindle stage one can determine the optic axial angle, 2V, to a fraction of
a degree and, simultaneously, the spindle settings that correctly orient the crystal's indicatrix
for measurement of refractive indices o, F, I (or e and -). Experimental procedure involves
setting the spindle stage so that the reading ^Son its protractor scale is successivelyO', 10",
2O',. .. 180". For each such setting.l, the microscopestage is rotated until the crystal
becomes extinct. The microscope stage readings M" for which crystal extinction is
observed-namely Mo, Mro, M*, .
Mrw-are analyzed by a least-squares computer
techniquo which refines the coordinates for the two optic axes, calculates 22, and locates
the three principal vibration axes with a potential accuracy not routinely available previously.
For an adularia from St. Gotthard, a set of 19 extinction measurements(Mo,M,o,. . . M*),
here called trial (1), plus a secondset of 18 extinction measurements(M;, M,u, . . . ML.,),here
called trial (2), observed at wavelengths 433 nm, 566 nm, and 666 nm yielded the following
results:
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where we define .S as the spindle setting that would bring X, Y, or Z into the plane of
the microscope stage, and E as the angle between X, Y, or Z and the spindle axis. Results for
2V" clearly demonstrate dispersion of the optic axes (r )> o). The relatively regular variation
in the average ,S and E angles observed from 433 to 666 mm for X, the acute bisectrix, suggest it undergoes dispersion. The obtuse bisectrix, Z, appearcnot to, but Y possibly does. If so,
the adularia must be optically monoclinic. However, the possibility remains that dispersion
ol Z is so small as to be undetectable.
Accuracy of the method decreasesto the extent that the crystal happens to be oriented with
a principal axis parallel to the spindle axis. Accuracy increases if a Nakamura plate or Mac6
de Irpinay half-shadow quartz wedge (or similar device) is used to refine extinction measurements,
The method applied here to adularia is applicable to studying anisotropic inclusions within
transparent isotropic materials like glass or diamond. Although errors might be introduced to
the extent that inclusion and host differ in refractive index, the resultant determinations of 2V
and of dispersion of the optic axes help identify the inclusion without damage to the host.
'computer

programs written by David Upshaw under the direction of the authors.
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Introduction
Using the detent spindle stageof Bloss and Light
(1973) and the cornputer techniquesOevetoped"by
the writers from the equation of Joel (1966), one
can now determine 2v and locate x, Y, and z for
a single crystal with potentially greater accuracy
than has been heretofore possible. Because interference figures are not ur"d, the observer requires
little prioitraining in optical crystallographyto collect the data. He needsonly to rotate the crystal to
extinction under the polarizing microscopefor each
spindle stage setting .9 (from 0o to 180o at 10o
intervals).ihusminutecrystals,if untwinned,canbe
handled with confidence.
By usinglight of differentwavelengthswhile making
accurate extinction measurements,an observer can
determinewhether a crystal is optically triclinic (X,
Y, and Z all show dispersion), monoclinic (only
two of the three show dispersion), or orthorhombic
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(none of the three show dispersion). Exceptionsto
the dispersionof x' Y' or Z is too small
lltl:t*ll
to be detectablerelative to experimentalerror'
Experimental Methods
Cementthe crystal under study (or the transparent
isotropic grain containing an anisotropic inclusion)
to the tip of a needleor glasscapillary tube with the
glue-molasses
mixture describedby Wilcox (1959).
After the cementis thoroughly dry, insert the needle
with attached grain into the hypodermic tube that
constitutesthe spindle of the detent spindle stage'
Next rotate the microscopestageuntil, as judged
by eye, the spindle and needle are oriented E-W
with the needlepointing west (Fig. 1). Record this
readingas -Mn.
The visually estimatedreading nMn, ca'nnext be
refined by an optical technique to determine Mn,
the microscopestagereadingwhich orients the spin-

Frc. 1. (A) Sample field of view imposed on a schematic partial drawing of the microscope
- 0" ) has been visually aligned with
stage and spindle as seen after the spindle (set to read S
the E-w crosshair, the spindle tip pointing west. (The reversal of images by the microscope
makes the tip appear to point east within the field of view). A low-power objective, if used,
will permit more-ot the ipindle to be seen within the field of view during the alignment. As
shown, Mn equals 356' for this example.
The dashed lines represent the crystal's mutually perpendicular vibration directions, uo and
u'o. These lie in the plane of the microscope stage to the extent that ( I ) light is normally incident on the grain surfaces, and (2) the refractive index of the immersion oil surrounding the
grain is close to the grain's refractive index for light vibrating parallel to oo or o'o' If the
microscope stage were rotated clockwise until the crystal becomes extinct, uu would be E-W
and the stagereading, symbolized Mo, would be 16/2" for this example.
(B) Similar to (A) in that the microscope stage reading is again Mn. Now, however, the
spindle is set to read 180' on its protractor stage so that the crystal is upside down from its
position in (A). The privileged directions labelled urm is actually that labelled oo in (A). If
iho microscopo were rotated anticlockwise until the crystal becomes extinct, tteowould be E-W
and the stage reading, symbolized Mrm", would be 339V2"'
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dle axis exactly E-W. Following Wilcox and Izett
(1968, p. 270), we refer to Mp as the relerence
azimuth; note, however,that their referenceazimuth
orients the spindle axis N-S. To determine setting

microscope stage setting which orients the spindle
axispreciselyE-W. Thus,if we know Mr,the microscopestagoreadingthat orientsvibration direction o5
precisely E-W, then we can determineEs because

Mni

(1) Set the spindle to read Oo on its protractor
scale, then rotate the microscope stage clockwise from position -Mn until the crystal becomes extinct. Record this extinction position
as M6
(2) Next set the spindle to read 180o and rotate
the microscope stage anticlockwise from position Ms until the crystal again becomes extinct. Record this extinction position ?s M166".
Operations (1) and (2) should each be performed
at least five times so that Mn and Mlsou represent the
average of at least five extinction readings. Although
it will not be demonstrated here, Ms is necessarily
the microscope stage reading midway between M6
and Mr8oa.As a rule, therefore,
Ma:

(Ms+

M$o)/2

(1)

For example,if Ma = l94o and,ML8otr: 86o, then
from Equation (1), Mn = 140". The valuefor Mp,
however, will be 180' in error if readingsM" and
M$os a;teon oppositesides of the Oo graduationof
the microscopestage. To illustrate, if Ma = 24"
and MBoa - 350o, Equation (1) yields an M* of
187o whereasthe true Mp equals 7o. Comparing
the value of Mp obtainedfrom Equation ( 1) with its
visually estimated value -Ma will always prevent
such gross errors. Note that Equation (l) yields
the correct value of MB if we set M166ueeual to
-10o ratherthan 350". It is wiseto be sure that Mg
is very accuratelyknown prior to eachstudy because
an error in Ms introducesa systematicerror in the
calculationsof 2V and in locating the principal vibration axes.However, such systematicerror can be
reducedor eliminated (as will be discussedunder
"Results").
Let Ms represent the microscope stage reading
that brings a crystal to extinction while the spindle
stagereadingis S. The crystal then has one vibration
direction (og) orientedE-W and its secondvibration
direction (us') orientedN-S. We now define.Egto
representthe angle between the spindle axis and a
vibration direction us.2We already know Mp, the
'9In effect, Es represents
the extinction angle for vibration
direction us as rn€isur€d relative to the spindle stage axis
rather than relative to some crystallographic direction, for
example, relative to the trace of a cleavageplane.

Es:

Ms-

MR

(2)

As for all extinction angles,we restrict Es to values
in the range 0 S Es S 180'. If Equation 2 yields
an Es value outsidethis range,add or subtract180o
from this value so as to bring it in range without
changingits orientation in space.For example,sup
pose Mp equals 7" and Mr6 equals 262". Equation
(2) indicatesthat E2eequals255o, so we subtract
180' to obtainE,o = 75".
Routine Procedure and Plotting
Having determined and set Ms very precisely,
set the spindle to read 0o on its protractor-that is,
,S: 0o-then rotate the microscopestageclockwise
until the crystal becomesextinct. Record this micre
scope stage reading and label it Mo. Then change
the spindlesettingby 10' so that ,S= 10o,and again
rotate the microscopestageuntil the crystal becomes
extinct; record this stageposition and label it Mn.
This processis repeatedto determinethe valuesfor
Mpo, Mso, ... Mrco as the spindle stagesettingS
is changedby 10" increments.The detent stage3of
Bloss and Light (1973) has a spindlethat "clicks"
into placeat S = 0o, 10o, ... 180'. This increases
speedand accuracyfor setting the spindle in determing Mj, Mrc, "' Mtao.
The coordinate systen for plotting spindle stage
data becomesapparent if we draw a crystal as if it
were a huge sphereat the spindle'stip (Fig.2). An
optieal direction can now be specifiedby stating its
S and Es coordinates-S being the setting of the
spindlestagethat orientsthis direction into the plane
of the microscopestage,and Es (= Ms - Mn) being
the angfe between this direction and the spindle
axis. In Figure 3, the stereonetis oriented so that
its greatcirclesrepresentsomeof the family of planes
that are hinged on the spindle axis when this axis
is E-W-. To emphasizethis, a spindle handle (set to
read S : Oo) is drawn relative to thesegreat circles,
which are labelledS = 0o, ,S= 10o, '" ,S: 180o
becausethey represent planes through the crystal
that becomeparallel to the plane of the microscope
3 Available commercially from Technical Enterprises, Inc.,
P. O. Box 2604, Cambria Station, Christiansburg,Virginia
24073.
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S =90"

E
Frc. 2. Hypothetical crystal drawn as a huge sphere attached to the tip of the spindle. The
planes hinged on the spindle axis represent a few of those planes through the crystal's indicatrix
that can be brought parallel to the microscop stage by setting the spindle to read 'S = 0',
- 0., S - 30.'
30', 90', 160', 180' on its protractor scale.These planes are referred to as,S
etc, according to the sp.indlo setting necessary to bring them parallel to the microscope stage.
The crystal's two privileged directions r: and rs'for light vibrating within these "S planes" are
subscripted according to the particular ,Splane in which they lie. The microscope stage reading
of 358' is presumed here to equal Mn, the refererrcea:zimuth or setting which orients the spindle
axis precisely E-W.
To measure the extinction angle (Es) for a given privileged direction relative to the spindle
axis, for example Emzset the spindle at ,S - 30' on its protractor scale so as to bring uo and
o'rc parallel to the microscope stage. Rotate the microscope stage clockwise until the crystal
becornesextinct, say at a stage reading (M*) of 25'. Whereas stage reading Mn s€ts the spindle
axis E-W, stage reading Eo sets vibration direction oboto be E-W. Thus
(358')
Ex:Mso-Mn=25'If we consider358" as a readingof -2' , then Em equals27'.

stage as the spindle is set at S : 0o, 10o, "' 180".
Any particular direction in a given S plane can be
plotted stereographically by counting, along the comparable great circle S, a number of degrees equal to
.Es for this particular direction. For example, suppose the settings S : 20o and E2o = 75o bring the
crystal to extinction; the crystal vibration direction,
u2o, which is horizontal and E-W in this extinction
position, then plots as shown in Figure 3. The other
vibration direction, 426', which is then horizontal
and N-S, plots on the same great circle (S = 20')
but at 9Oofrom us6;thus Ez,o'equals165' (: 75" +
90') as shown. As is customary for all vibration
directions, u,2,sand D2s' are plotted stereographically
in the orientations they would have if the spindle
were oriented E-W and if S were equal to 0'. If
all vibrations, 7)n,I)st, Dro, ut(t', ' ' ' or80r 1;'rr6tat?
plotted, the extinction curves for the crystal result
(Fig. a).

ComPuter Techniques
The measured values of Mn and of the eighteen
(Ms) readings of the microscope stage which produce crystal extinction as S is set at 0o, 10o, "' 170"
constitute input into two computer programs4 that
calculate 2V and the S, Es coordinates of the two
optic axes, of their acute and obtuse bisectrices,and
of the optic normal (Fig. 5). From the input, the
computer can not determine whether the acute
r The two computer programs used to analyze the present extinction data are now being compiled into a single
program that will also calculate estimated standard deviations. For use in the interim, copies of these two programs
can bo secured by ordering NAPS Document Number
022O4 from Microfiche Publications, 305 East 46th Street'
New York, New York 10017; remitting in advance $l'50
for microfiche or $5.00 for photocopies.Please check the
most recent issue of this journal for the current address
and orices.
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Fro. 3. Orientation of stereonet used for plotting a
crystal's vibration directions if their S, Es coordinates are
known.

bisectrix representsX or Z. To ascertainthis. the
observer must use an accessoryplate-that is, a
quartz wedge or first-order-redplate-to determine
whetherone (and thusall) vibration(s) on the po,lar
extinction curve correspondsto the slow or fast wave
relativeto one (and thus all) on the equatorialcurve.
For our adularia example, the polar curve proved
to be the site of slow 7/ vibrations. Consequently,
the obtuse bisectrix-whose computer-determined
coordinates,S, -Es placed it on the polar curvenecessarilyrepresentedZ. This knowledgeestablished
the crystal's optic sign to be negativeand permitted
the directions, reported as 'acute bisectrix,, .obtuse
bisectrix,' and 'optic normal' in the computer printout (Fig. 5) to be equatedto X, Z and y, resp€ctivelv.

(Table 1). For Set 1 the startingpoint was S = 0o;
for Set 2 it was at S : 5'. The computer programs
previously cited processedboth sets, converting microscopestageextinction positionS,Ms, into extinction angles^Egby use of Equation 2 (and the input
M6 value), then calculating 2V and the S, ^Egcoordinatesof principal vibration axesX, Y, andZ for
eachwavelength.As already discussed,the direction
labelled 'obtusebisectrix' in the program output was
establishedto be Z (and the crystal to be optically
plate. Resultswere
negative) by use of an accesso'ry
as tabulated in the abstract.The averagevaluesfor
each wavelengthreveal a small but definite dispersion (r ) u) of the optic axesfor this adularia,thus
2 V e - ' 6 3 . 8 o , 2 V o - 6 5 . 1 o ,2 V 6 = 6 5 . 7 ' . S y s tematic changeswith wavelengthof the S, ,Egcoordinates for X and possibly for Y indicate their dispersion. For Z, however, its S, Eg coordinates
differ as little between wavelengths433, 566, and
666 nm as they do between Sets 1 and 2 for an
individual wavelength.Probably, therefore,Z undergo€sno dispersionand the crystal is optically monoclinic. If severalmore sets of extinction data were
collected at each wavelength-and if experimental

Results
A very small crystal of adularia was mounted on
the spindle of a detent stage which, unlike the
standard detent stage,had detents every 5o. Narrowband-pass filters were used to isolate light of wavelengths 433, 566, and 666 nm which are fairly close
to the G, D, and C Fraunhofer lines. For each wavelength, the crystal's extinction positions were determined by Dr. Michael W. Phillips as the spindle
stage was rotated at 10" intervals. For each wavelength, two sets of extinction data were collected

FIc. 4. Extinction curves for adularia for wavelength
433 nm as plotted from the extinction data in set 1, Table 4.
See Figure 5 for the computer-determined locations of the
acute bisectrix (AB), obtuse bisectrix (OB) and optic
normal (ON) which have been added to these curyes
(small squares). Figure 5 also contains the Es values (as
determined by the computer from the Ms and Mn values)
which were used in plotting these extinction curves. Note
that Es and Es { 90" locates the two vibration directions
that plot on a given gleat circle of the stereonet.
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A D U L A R IU
AS I N GE V E NV A L U E S
= 433
WAVELENGTH
S= 0.0
S= 10.00
S= 20.00
S= 30.00
S= 40.00
S= 50.00
S= 60.00
S= 70.00
S= 80.00
S= 90.00
S=100.00
S=]10.00
S=120.00
S = l3 0 . 0 0
5=l40.00
S=150.00
S = 15 0 . 0 0
5=170.00
5=180.00

MS=125.80
MS=131.50
M S- - l 4 0 . 9 0
MS--t5r.90
MS=160.40
MS=167.60
M5=l7l .10
M S = 1 7 3. 8 0
M S = 1 7 6. 0 0
MS=|77.70
MS=179.90
MS=l8l .20
M S = l8 3 . 7 0
MS=188.70
M5=197.40
MS=2I0.50
MS=224.l0
MS=233.30
MS=235.10

MRI80.95
E S =3 5 . 8 5
E S =4 0 . 5 5
E S =4 9 . 9 5
E S =6 0 . 9 5
ES = 6 9 . 4 5
E S =7 6 . 6 5
E S =8 0 . 1 5
ES = 8 2 . 8 5
E S =8 5 . 0 5
E S =8 6 . 7 5
ES = 8 8 . 9 5
E5= 0.25
ES= 2.75
E5=

/./5

ES= I 6 . 4 5
ES=29.55
ES=43..l5
ES=52.35
ES=54.15

OPTIC AXIAL ANGLE= 63.66
Es=105.27
S=61.56
OPTfC AXIS A
R= 0.848290 S= -0.263408 T= 0.459368
ES= 68.56
OPTIC AXIS B S= 144.60
U= 0.846311 V= 0.365499 W= -0.387516
L E A s T S Q U A R E SR E S I D U A L =0 . 0 0 0 4 0 3 1
V E C T O RA B S - - 8 7 . 5 7 E S = 8 6 . 5 6
V E C T O R0 B 5 = 0 . 1 3
ES=126.60
V E C T O R0 N S = 1 7 2 . 9 6 E S = 1 4 3 . 1 9
FIc. 5. Typical computer output from Program 2. The
S, Ms data which representin-put are printed out so that
punchingerrors in thesecardscan be more easilydetected.
The Es values are calculatedby the computerfrom each

sion of tho optic il1gs-fs1 example, 2Vc, 2Vn,
2Ve----+anbe measuredquantitatively. In addition,
the dispersionof X, Y, andfor Z (ot,less certainly,
the lack thereof) can also be determinedso that in
some cases a biaxial crystal can be shown to be
optically orthorhombic, monoclinic, or triclinic.
The coordinates (S, Es) as computed fot X, Y,
and Z permit the crystal to be oriented so that its
indices 'o,,B, and y can be measuredfree of errors
from misorientation. The procedure is to set the
microscopestageto read Ms-where Ms is obtained
from the Es and Ms valuesbecausefrom Equation
(2), M": Es * MR' With Ms thus attained,vary
the spindle stage setting until the crystal becomes
extinct (whereupon the desired coordinate S is attained). For example,if MR = 180.6o and if the
coordinatesfor Z are S = 0.1o and Es = 126.7",
the microscopestage would be set at Ms equal to
307.3" (= 126.7"+ 180.6") and the crystalwould
becomeextinct when S was set at (ca) 0.1.". For
crystalsof low or moderatebirefringence,a 2 or 3o
error in this setting producesnegligibleerror in the
index being measured.For microscopeswith N-S
polarizers,the initial step would be to set the microscopestageto read Ms + 90".
It is wise to determineMs with gleat catebecause,
as mentioned earlier, any error in Ms produces a
Tenr-s 1. Microscope Stage Extinction Positions (Ms)
for an Adularia from St. Gotthard*
MS values,

set

one

MS values,

set

t@

433 u

565 m

666 nm

433 m

566 m

666 m

l0
20
30
40

126.8'
131.5
140.9
151.9
160.4

r 2 7. 8 "
t}L.7
r40.7
r5r,7
160.1

726.9"
1 3 1 .3
140.8
r5r. 7
L60.2

15
25
35
45

128.3'
135.5
146.8
L56.2
164.7

129.0"
r35.5
L46.6
156,4
163.7

L27.9"
I34.9
r45.2
155.0
163.6

50
60
70
80
90

167,6
I7I.1
r73.8
r76,0
L77,7

166.8
I7I,5
r73.6
175.7
r77,2

167.2
t70.6
113.7
176.0
1 7 6. 5

55
65
75
85
95

169.8
t72.5
t76,3
L76.6
119.0

169.7
r12.4
L75.I
176.8
r77.5

168.7
L12.8
I14.t
r75.8
178.3

100
1r0
L20
130
140

179.9
181.2
183.7
r88.7
r97.4

r78.8
180,7
183.3
189.1
r97.3

179.0
180.9
184.6
188.1
r 9 7. 2

105
115
I25
13s
r45

180.5
742,3
186.r
191.6
203.8

180.0
182.0
r85. 9
L92.a
204.5

180.0
182.6
1 8 7. 3
192.4
204,2

150
160
170
180'

210.5
224.1
233.3
235.1'

211,5
224,7
233,3
234.2'

213,7
226.3
232.2
2 3 5. 0 "

155
165
r75"

2 1 6. 9
2 2 9. 7
234.9

2 L 8, 5
2 3 0, I
234.4"

2t9 .6
2 2 9, a
235.2"

M_

r80.9"

18r.0"

180.9"

Ms value (and the Mn value).

error in measuringthe extinction positions were reducedby use of a Nakamuraplate, Mac6 de Lepinay
quaftz wdge, or similar device-a more definitive
statementcould perhapsbe madewith respectto the
dispersionof X, Y, and Z in this adularia.However,
the possibility will always remain that dispersionof
a principal vibration axis is so weak that it is masked
by even small experimentalerror.
The value of this techniquenow becomesapparent.
The extinction anglesobservedwith a sodium vapor
light source or suitably filtered white light routinely
yield accurate values for 2V n and for the S, Mg
values that will correctly orient the crystal so that
the refractive indices ,on, Bn and yp can be compared to the index of the immersion oil. Using
appropriatemonochro{naticwavelengths,the disper-
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systematicerror in all valuesof Eg (cl Eq. 2). The Tlnre 2. Spindle Stage Setting (S) and Microscope-Stage
program permits resultsto be computednot only for Extinction Positions (Ms) for a Nickel Diopside Crystal*
the empirically determinedvalue of Ma but, at the
M
same time, for values above and below it; we
0 ' 217.6"
usuallyusevalues0.1 and 0.2" aboveand belowthe
50 208.4
100 t46.3
150 141.0
60 203.2
110 142.4
160 141.8
measuredMp, but the spreadcan be as wide as one 12 00 22 r156..35
70 L97.9
L20 L47.7
r7o 142.7
likes. As a rule, the least squaresresidual for the 30 2 r 4 . 0
80 169.8
l-30 140.4
180. 143.3.
90 153.1
140 140.s
computations will minimize for empirical Mp or 4 0 2 L T . 7
within 0. 1o thereof. For example, extinction meas- Eaeh e:tinctton
(M) z,epresents an aue?age
position
urements for a synthetic nickel diopside crystal by of at Least tlnee measLuenents by Brenda Higgins ior
Light of uauelength S3S nn.
Brenda Higgins (Table 2) yielded.varying results
dependingupon the valueassigned
to Ms (Table 3).
Note that the least squaresresidual was minimized moved and remountedin a different orientation on
for Mp valuesof 180.5 (: empirical) and 180.6. the spindle's needle and its extinctions measured
In a few instanceswhere extinction measurements (by F.D.B.) usinga Macd de Lepinay quartzwedge.
were made for three different wavelengthsof light This latter techniqueyielded a smaller least squares
at each setting of S, the Ma valueswhich minimized residual and probably entailed less experimental
the least squaresresiduals sometimesdiffered (by error. The measuredvalues of 2V compare as fol0.1") from one wavelengthto the other. To a cer- lows:
tain extent, therefore, the additional degreeof freeI(nm)
500
600
666
dom introducedby varying Ms may in itself reduce
(MGB)
4
4
.
6
4
7
.
3
45.2
the least squaresresiduals.The situation resembles
(FDB)
45.8
45.5
45.0
the use of different temperaturefactors to decrease
further the R valuesin crystal structure analyses.
Tesrn 3. The Effect of Errors in Mn Values on Results
This method of determining 2V and the orientaof Computer Analysis of Data in Table 2*
tion of the principal vibration axesprobably exceeds
all present methods in accuracy,particularly if the
Test Values of MR
18 extinction measurements
were madewith a Naka180.0"
180.5"
180.4.
180.6"
180.7"
181.0"
mura plate or Mac6 de Lepinay quaxtzwedge.AcLeast. squares residuals
curacy could perhapsbe slightly increasedby grind0.0015 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0005 0.0011
ing the crystalsinto spheresor into cylindersco-axial
Optlc axial
angle
with the spindle needle.This insures that the wave
80.63"
79.9L"
79.73"
79.56.
79.38.
78.86"
normal of the light would remain perpendicularto
the microscopestageafter enteringthe crystal. With
Optic axis A, coordinates
s:
61.09'
67.LL"
68.36.
69.53"
an irregularly shaped crystal, this will not be true
70.62"
73.51"
L72.05" L70.77" L70.44" 170.10. 169.770 168.75.
for certain settings,Sto the extent that ( 1) the reOptic dis
B, coordi:ates
fractive index of the oil differs from one or the other
S:
167.11" L67.48" L67.57" 167.66" L67,74" L67.98"
of the crystal's two indices and (2) the crystal surE:
101,66' 101.61" 101.950 102.010 IO2.O7" L02.250
face on which light is incident is not parallel to the
Acute bisectrlx.
coordinates
microscopestage.
159.06' 1s8,050 L57.79" L57.54" 157.29" 156.54.
Fortunately, there seemslittle need to grind the
L4t.44" 141.10" 141.01" L40.92" 140.83" 140.55"
crystalsinto spheresor cylindersbecauseerrors due
ObEuse bisectrix,
coordinates
to irregular shapemay be, to someextent,compensas
:
174.55" 176.39" L76.840 r77.29" L77.74" r7g.O7.
tory. Moreover, errors due to irregular shapecould
E:
52,47"
52.55" 52.58"
52.6L"
52.65"
52.75.
be decreasedby making the measurementsfor two
Optic norul,
coordinates
or more different mounts of the same crystal, then
s:
78.68'
79.40.
79.58"
79.75"
79.92" 80.43"
averaging the results. Primarily, to test the eftect
E:
82.4I"
80.97.
80,62"
80.26"
79.9O" 78.83.
of irregular shape,a detent spindle stagestudy of a
Values,of MR_dhichyielded the snaLl..est Least squues
new mineral he was studyingwas madeby Dr. M. G.
resi&taLs and uhich ate presunobly the cZosest to coreect
Bown, who brought the crystal to extinction at ate
-the ,enrpiricalLy detemined Mp talue of 180.5" and
maximum blackness.This samegrain was then re- a closeLg neiglboring uaLue of 1'1i0.6".
S

F .
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Unfortunately, the crystal was lost while being remounted to use the Mac6 de Lepinay quartz wedge
to compile anotherset of data.
Some orientations of a biaxial crystal on the
spindle stage reduce the accuracy of this method'
Unfavorable orientations result to the extent that a
principal vibration axis approachesparallelism with
the spindle axis. In such casesthe equatorialextinction curve departs less and less from a great circle
and this lack of distinctive characteristicsprevents
precise location of the two optic axes. Favorable
orientations occur if an optic axis happens to be
nearly perpendicularto the spindleaxis. For the new
mineral, the orientation studied by Dr. Bown was
relatively unfavorable,but was changedto a favorable orientation prior to study by F.D.B.
Recently, Dr. Max Carman, while using a Mac6
de Lepinay quartz wedge and testing the technique
in tho senior author's laboratory, determined2V at
wavelength500 nm tobe 47.7" for onesanidinecrystal and 48.0' for another frorn the same rock. The
first crystal proved to be in a favorable orientation,
one optic axis being at a 70" angle to the spindle
axis,, whereas the second was not, one optic axis
being at an 8o angleto the spindleaxis. Interestingfy,
a 0.1,o change in the value of M*, the reference
azimtth, produced at most a 0. 1o change in the
computedvalue of 2V fon the favo'rableorientation
but a 0.6o changein 2V for the unfavorableorientation. The 2V valtes cited above were calculated
using the empirical values for Mp
Resumeof Data Cardsand Print-Out
Program 1; Sequenceol Data Cards
TITLE (20A4). No restrictions.Prints at top of
output. Include wavelengthand observedMp value.
KG (12). Number of 4-card sets of ,S,Ms cards.
Columns I and 2, right justified, no decimal point.
MR (' ',F10.4). Value of Ms, in columns2-11,
with decimal point followed by not more than 2
placesplus D0 (zero). Example: 180.95D0.
R,S,T,(J,V,W,(6F8.4). Direction cosinesof trial
optic axis A (r,s,t) and B (u,u,w). Usually take
0.936, -0.219, O.275;0.319, -0.516, -4.795,
eachfollowed by D0 (zerc), in columns 1-8, 9-16,
17-24; 25-32, 33-40, 4I-48.
SS,MS (2F10.4). SpindlestagereadingS [SS in
programl in columns 1-10; associatedMs reading
lMSl in program in 11-20. Punch 18 such cards,
S = 0o; S = 10o, . . . S = l7O" plus a duplicate
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of each.D0 (zero) not required.If KG : 8, remove
cardsS = 30. 80, l2O and,l'70 from duplicatedeck,
then arrange the 32 remaining cards in order of S
valuesto form A-catdsetsas suggestedhere: S = 0,
+O, 90, 130; 10, 50, 10O,140;2O,60, 110, 150;
30,70, l2O, 16O;40,80, 130,1.70;0,50, 90' 140;
1 0 , 6 0 , 1 0 0 , 1 5 0 ; 2 0 , 7 0 , 1 1 0 ,1 6 0 .
IREP (12). This is blank card if anothertitle and
more data are to follow (but contains L in column 2
if programis finished).
Program 1; Print-Out
For each4-cardset. (l) In-put values,S, Ms plus
Es (:Ms - M*). (2) Direction cosinesof optic
axesA and B which satisfy Eq. (3) relative to the
4-card set. Theseneed not be in upper hemisphere'
(3) S, ^Esvalues of ends of optic axesA and B in
the upper hemisPhere.
After aII 4-card sets. (1) Average values for
direction cosinesof A and B for all 4-cardsets. (2)
Their normalizedvalues,and (3 ) the S andEs values
of the optic axes
for the upper-hemisphere-ends
(obtuseor acute)
(4)
the
angle
therebydefined,and
(5)
Es coordinates
S
and
The
betweentheseends.
bisectrix OB,
AB,
obtuse
for the acute bisectrix
and optic normal ON.
Program 2; Sequenceol Data Cards
TITLE. No restrictions.Prints at top of output'
IN (12). No. of S, M* cards' Columns 1 and 2
only, right justified, no decimal.
IT0A (12). Number of pairs of trial optic axesto
be used. Columns I and 2 only, right justified,no
decimal.
TSA, TMAP (2F10.4).S (Cols. 1-10) and E5
(lI-20) for trial optic axis L Decimalfollowedby
up to 4 figuresand endingwith D0 (zero). Prepare
another such card for oPtic axis B'
Further pairs of such cards, accordingto number
of pairs (IT0A) of trial optic axes.Usually IT0A
equals 1, becauseonly one such pair of cards is
needed. If Program 2 fails to converge, then it
might be desirableto try several different pairs of
trial optic axes.
ss, MS. A number (=IN) of S, Ms data cards'
Use samecards as for Program L but no duplicates
and arrangein order of S values:0o, 10o, . . . 1'70".
KMR (12). Number of M^ values to be used.
Columns I and 2 only, right justified, no decimal.
MR (' ',F10.4). Values of Ms one per card, up
to KMR such cards. Columns 2-ll, decimal fol-
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lowed by up to four figuresending with D0 (zerc).
IREP (12). Blank card if another title and more
data follow. Otherwise a 1 in column 2 if program
is finished.
Program 2; Print-Out
Title, then Mp value, then S, Mg (and computed
.Es) for input cards (SS, MS), then input coordinates (S, Eg) for trial optic axes and subsequent
pairs until a solution is found. If no solution is found
for any pair, program writes CIIECK TRIAL
OPTIC AXES FOR ERROR-but also check correct punching of MR and SS,MS cards. For a solution, the program prints: (1) Optic axial angle;
(2) S, Eg coordinates and direction cosines for
optic axesA and B; (3) The leastsquaresresidual
to seven decimal places. This is a measure of the
successof the refinementand of the precisio,nof the
extinction measurements.(5) S, Es coordinatesfor
acute bisectrix AB, obtuse bisectrix OB, and optic
normal ON.
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Appendix: Mathematical Dlscussion
The equations used by Joel (1966) to find the optic axes
vectors, ar and a2,are
(q'a'Xq.ar) -

(q'.arXq'.az):0

The first program does exactly this, using Newton's Method
(Bartle, 1967,p.231) for six variables.Let the different valuesfor
q (usually 19 in number-one for each 10 degreeincrement of S
from 0o to 1800)be denoted by qn, 0 < k < 18. Each q1 is
transformed into rectangular coordinates, where its x, y, and z
coordinates are, respectively, sin 2E" sin S, cos 2E", and sin
2E" cos S, For each qr, let
f 6 ( a 1 ,a 2 ) :

(gr'a')(qn'ar) -

(q''a'Xq'.ar)

:

(et. a'Xqt. a2) -

su

(4)

Let
f 1 , ( a 1 ,a 2 )
fr=(ar, az)

?(a', ar; :

fo"(a,,a2)

(5)

fn.(ar, ar)

r'+s'*t'-l
2t2t2.

u tD

t

l', -

r

where /<1,kz, ka, knrcprcsentany four functions of Equation (4).
The objective, of course, is to find vectors ar and ar so that all
six components offiat, az) are zero.If this is so, then Equation
(3) is satisfied for these four values of q*.kt xe : (16,.ss,/6,
ub ub wn)where (16,sn,t6) and (us, u6,ws)are initial guessesfor
ar a,rrd o.2,respectively. (In all of our computations we used
(rs, se, ts) : (0.936, -0.219,0.275) and (uo, rso,wo) : (0.319,
-0.516, -0.795). These initial guessesneed not be at all
accurate. The above values worked in all of our computations
no matter which material was being examined. Different initial
guessescan be usedas long as they are unit vectorsand rs a;ndus
are not negative.)
^ Our problem can be simply stated as: Find ar and 42such that
?(r,, ar) : 0, the zero v@tor. Newton's Method to find a root.
X*, of a function of one variable, h(Xli.e., find X* such that
h(X*) : O-is as follows:
I.et Xo be an initial guess lbr X*, and,generate a sequenceof
points, {Xr}, i : 1,2,. . . by the formula:
X,i*r :

Xi -

f(Xt\/ft(Xi)

(3)

(6)

Stop the iteration when ll(&)l ( e, where e is sufficiently
where q'is a direction within the indicatrix that is parallel to the small enough to consider f(Xi) essentiallyequal to zoro.
spindle axis and q representsa second direction-the so-called
Newton's Method for severalvariables (six, in our case)is of
equivibration point-for which the crystal would exhibit the the same form, except that the derivative of the vector-valued
same refractive index as for light vibrating parallel to q,. The function, ($
is the so-called "Jacobian" matrix, fd) (r""
solutions involve the determination of six unknowns, namely Bartle, p. 231),where-f, is a variable vector with six componenrs.
the three coordinates of ar and the three coordinates of a2in a In our casethe Jacobian is 6 X 6 and non-singulu.. *, r-td)
rectangular xyz coordinate system. In all measurements,q, is denote the inverse of the Jacobian, and let the sequenceof
fixed and is taken to be the unit vector along the y axis, (0, l, 0). vectors-f,; : (ri, si, ti, ui, Di, w;) be generatedby the formula:
Since we have six unknowns, we need six equations to solve for
kr*r: x, - t-'(*oX(fn),
ar oDd az.Two ofthese equationscome from forcing ar and a2to
Q)
be unit vectors, i.e., if we denote ar : (r, s, r) and az : (u, u, w\,
where.fo is again the initial guessmentioned above. To avoid
then r2 f J2 + tt : I and uz * u2 I wz : l. Thus if there were
computing J-\ft)
for each 7', Equation 6 can be solved for
absolutely no experimental error in determining each q, one
X 1arby using the rBMsrMe subroutine on the equivalent equacould perform experiments for only four different values of q
tion,
and then solve the resulting six equations to obtain ar orrd ar
precisely.
(8)
J(Xi\X j., :

J(*)ti

?(f,,),

COMPUTER DETERMINATION
which is merely a linear systemof six equationsin six unknowns.
Stop this iteration at a value of j when all six components of
fdi) are less than some prescribed value e. (We used fifty
iterations, i.e.,the last value ofi was fifty, and always obtained
e ( 10-15).The first three components of this X; are used for
ar and the last three are used for az.
If there were no experimental errors in determining the q7,
values, we would be finished at this point, becauseeach measured qr value would satisfy Equation (3) within 10-15for the
computed values of ar orrd 42. Because of the experimental
error in qr, however, this is not the case.Thus this procedure is
repeated with a different set of four measured values of q1.
(Our program is written to perform this repetition eight times,
although more can be used if certain values of qr are suspected
to be bad.) I-astly, the values computed for ar and az in each
repetition are averaged. These averagesare normalized, i.e.,
divided by their lengths to make them unit vectors, and this
result is used for an initial approximation for ar and az in the
secondprogram.
The values for a1 and a2 computed above do not exactly
satisfy Equation (3) for each qa due to its experimental error.
Thus, we form the "residual least squaresfunction"
F(a1, a2):

fo(ar, ar)" I

We have learned through computational experience that
finding the optic axes is a very ill-conditioned problem, i.e.,
small experimental errors for unfavorable crystal orientations
can propagate large errors in ar and az. In most of our computations, the residual least squares function, Equation (9),
has a minimum value of the order 10-3' If one or more measured value of q* is bad, the ar and agcomPuted by the first program can vary widely with each set of four qrcvalues and their
average may be sufficiently in error to prevent the second
program from converging. We emphasize that this is due
entirely to experimental error in qr resultant from either
operator error (including misadjustment of the microscope)
or crystal inhomogeneity, since the mathematical theory underlying the methods is completely sound. The two programs
combined will yield the best possible values for ar and a2
within the limits of the experimental errors. Thus we stressthe
thorough examination of the values of ar and a2 generatedby
the first program to eliminate those values of q7,which appear
to be experimentally bad. If one or more of these bad values
cannot be correctedand must be elincinated,the secondprogram
is easily modified by setting the variable IN in our program
equal to the number of qa values used'
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where n is the number of experimental measurements(usually
19). An acceleratedgradient method (Goldstein, 1967, p. 37)
is usedto find valuesfor ar and az which minimize F(ar, az).
To minimize a real-valued function of one variable, g(X), we
find the root, X* , of its derivative, i.e., g'(X*) : 0. The process
is theoretically the same here, except that F(ar, az) is a realvalued function of six variables and thus its derivative (see
Bartle, 1967, p. 247) is its so-called "gradient," VF(ar, a2).
This gradient is a vector-valued function with six components.
Thus, finding ar &rrd &r to make all six of the components of
the gradient equal to zero is the same kind of problem as was
solved by Newton's Method in the first program. This time,
however, the initial approximation must be "close" to the true
solution (Again, see Goldstein, 1967, p. 37), and thus Xo is
chosenas generatedby the first program.
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